A family heritage since 1906

Soybeans
There aren’t many companies in the region who have
been growing and supplying non-GMO soybeans for as
long as we have. SB&B has been doing it for generations,
reliably delivering multiple varieties and quantities to
our customers.
SB&B continues to work as a pioneer in the soybean
industry. We work hard with area universities and private
companies to test varieties and incorporate the latest
methods and technologies. Through it all, we provide the
highest quality with a steadfast commitment to food safety.

Red River Valley Innovators

From the beginning, SB&B has helped advance the
soybean’s viability and marketability while perfecting
growing techniques.

•

Among the first to embrace and perfect the solid
seeding technique

•

Grown in the northern U.S., where conditions are
ideal for soybeans

•

Minimal disease, weed and insect pressure

•

Mild summers, long days and cool nights promote
lush growth activity

•

Research universities and private partners are
minutes away

Attention to Detail

SB&B is proud of its reputation for getting things right. How do
we do it? It’s pretty simple. We ask what you want, and tailor
production accordingly. It’s a little more work, but the results
speak for themselves.
•

We track performance of multiple varieties to acquire
traits you need
•
•

Composition
Non-GMO and organic

•

Seed size and hilum color

•

Planted, cultivated and harvested to create a clean,
environmentally safe crop

•

Crop is monitored to prevent weeds, disease and insects

•

Efficient, customized processing is state-of-the-art

•

Packaged in a range of sizes to meet your specific needs

Continued Quality and Improvement

From our initial meeting in the spring, to variety selection, to
production and processing, everything we do is designed to provide
reliable quality and consistent improvement from year to year.
•

Beans are continuously tested for key characteristics
•
•
•

Nutritional value
Color
Size

•
•

Production value
Flavor

•

Consistent high quality for food making

•

Cleaned, sorted in a state-of-the-art processing plant

•

Controlled research and development from start
to finish ensures improvement year to year

SB&B Foods Inc.  – a heritage of reliability – guaranteed satisfaction – innovation – customer care
P.O. Box 549
Casselton, ND 58012, USA

Phone: 1-701-347-4900
Fax:
1-701-347-4462

Email: foods@sb-b.com
Website: www.sb-b.com

We’re ready to assist you.
Please contact us today.

